WHAT DOES MY DIGITAL IDENTITY SAY ABOUT ME?

UNIT ONE: GEEKIN’
PERFORMANCE CONTINUUM
NO VICE HIGH

INTERM EDIATE LOW

INTERM EDIATE M ID

BELOW EXPECTATIONS

¥ LOWEST ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE

¥ TEACH TO…

Approaching Expectations

Meeting Expectations

Exceeding Expectations

I can communicate and exchange
information about familiar topics using
phrases and simple sentences, sometimes
supported by memorized language. I can
usually handle short social interactions in
everyday situations by asking and
answering simple questions.

I can participate in conversations on a number
of familiar topics using simple sentences. I can
handle short social interactions in everyday
situations by asking and answering simple
questions.

I can maintain conversations about my
life and me. I can get what I need and
express my self. I connect some
sentences together but I use more than
one sentence at a time. I use transitional
words between thoughts. Finally I can
ask and answer a variety of questions.

PERFORMANCE TARGET
I CAN HAVE A CONVERSATION ABOUT WHAT MAKES EACH OF US UNIQUE.

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS
Interpersonal Interview
You and a classmate will take turns interviewing each other in
the target language. The goal of your interview is to find out
as much information as you can about your classmate and the
digital identity.
Use the following questions to get started:
1. Tell me about yourself
• Name, age, origin, etc.
2. What are you like?
• Personality
3. Tell me about your digital identity
Profile picture, social media platforms, where you post
Rubric

Presentational Writing
The SCS world language department is creating a Tumblr of
students’ work to showcase our students’ use of the target
language to native speakers in our community. Write a note
introducing yourself and talking about your digital identity
and what social media platforms you use to communicate
with your friends.

Rubric

Rubric

ADVANCED PLACEMENT ALIGNED THEMES
Personal and Public Identities; Beauty and Aesthetics

“Geekin” Will.i.am
* If you choose to share the song, please be sure to get a clean version
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WHAT DOES MY DIGITAL IDENTITY SAY ABOUT ME?

UNIT ONE: HONORS ENRICHMENT
PERFORMANCE TARGETS

HONORS ENRICHMENT: GENIUS HOUR
STANDARD

UNIT SPECIFIC APPLICATION

Extended reading assignments
that connect with specified
curriculum.

Students read articles from sources such as Scholastic magazines or TL
newspaper articles that pertain to the curricula topic. (i.e. social media
preferences, digital footprints, etc.)

Research-based writing
assignments that address and
extend the course curriculum.

Students research, using Scholastic magazines or TL newspaper articles, and
write about curricula topics and personal interest. (i.e. social media
preferences, digital footprints, etc.)

Projects that apply course
curriculum to relevant or realworld situations.

Students choose a topic to research and present to the class that ties to the
curricula topic and personal interest. (i.e. social media preferences, digital
footprints, etc.)

Writing Assignments that
demonstrate a variety of modes,
purposes, and styles.

Students summarize their research, and knowledge gained throughout the unit
on curricula topics and personal interest.

Integration of appropriate
technology into the course of
study.

Students use appropriate technology both to research and to present
knowledge gained on the curricula topic.

Deeper exploration of the culture,
values, and history of the
discipline.

Students research the impact of the TL culture and values on the curricula
topic and incorporate that knowledge into writing assignments and
presentations.
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WHAT DOES MY DIGITAL IDENTITY SAY ABOUT ME?

UNIT ONE: GEEKIN’
PERFORMANCE TARGETS
I CAN HAVE A CONVERSATION ABOUT WHAT MY DIGITAL IDENTITY SAYS ABOUT ME.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1.1:
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR 1.1A:

I can talk about my digital persona and the digital persona of my friends.
I can describe my digital persona.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
LANGUAGE CHUNKS
& VOCABULARY

LEARNING TARGETS
What will learners
be able to do?

CHECK FOR LEARNING
How will learners demonstrate what they
can do with what they know?

What will learners need to know?

•
•
•

Students identify information
on digital personas based on
what they hear. (IL)

REVIEW

My profile picture is...
It is a selfie.
My profile is a picture
of a/an ...

Level One
Vocabulary

Listening Check 1.1A
Spanish

Students identify information
on digital personas based on
what they read. (IR)

German

LCTL

Reading Check 1.1A
Spanish

Students write about their on
digital personas. (PW)
Students answer questions
about their digital personas.
(IS)

French

French

•

What does your profile
picture look like?
What is your …. name?

Focus on building
longer sentences with
recycled vocabulary.

Answer your partner’s questions

Transition words “and”

Students ask questions about
someone’s digital persona. (IS)

LCTL

Writing Prompt 1.1A

LEVEL UP
LANGUAGE

•

German

Interview Questions 1.1A

and “because”
Spanish

French

German

LCTL

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS
INTERPERSONAL
Although you now many of your classmates, and have gone
to school with them for years, there are still things that you
don't know about them. It’s time to find out about their
digital persona. Ask you classmate about his/her profile
picture. Be sure to answer his/her questions about yours.
Rubric

© Level Two Honors 2016

PRESENTATIONAL WRITING
You have been assigned an e-pal from a target language
country so that you can practice your language skills. Your
new e-pal has asked you about your on-line profile. Send
him an email describing your profile picture and why you use
that picture.

Rubric
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UNIT ONE: GEEKIN’
PERFORMANCE TARGETS
I CAN HAVE A CONVERSATION ABOUT WHAT MY DIGITAL IDENTITY SAYS ABOUT ME.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1.1:
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR 1.1B:

I can talk about my digital persona and the digital persona of my friends.
I can tell you about my social media preferences.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
LANGUAGE CHUNKS
& VOCABULARY

LEARNING TARGETS
What will learners
be able to do?

CHECK FOR LEARNING
How will learners demonstrate what they
can do with what they know?

What will learners need to know?

Students identify someone’s
social media preferences when
they hear them.(IL)

•

I have a ….. account.

•

I prefer …. to… because…

REVIEW
LEVEL ONE

•

I use…. to...

VOCABULARY

Listening Check 1.1B

Students identify someone’s
social media preferences when
they read about them (IR)

French

German

LCTL

Reading Check 1.1B
Spanish

French

LEVEL UP

Students write about their
social media preferences (PW)
Students answer questions
about information on their
social media preferences. (IS)

Spanish

•

Students ask questions about
someone’s social media
preferences. (IS)

What social media

Focus on building

platforms do you use?

longer sentences with

Which do you prefer and
why?

recycled vocabulary.

LCTL

Writing Prompt 1.1B

LANGUAGE
•

German

Answer your partner’s questions

Transition words “and”

Interview Questions 1.1B

and “because”
Spanish

French

German

LCTL

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS
INTERPERSONAL

PRESENTATIONAL WRITING

It’s time to get to know more about one of your classmates
and to compare your social media preferences. Ask your
classmate what social media platforms he/she uses and which
he/she prefers and why. Be sure to answer you classmate’s
questions about your social media preferences.

You and your language pal are having a debate about what
social media platform is the best. Post a note on your Tumblr
to persuade your pal which social media platform is best and
why.

Rubric

Rubric
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UNIT ONE: GEEKIN’
PERFORMANCE TARGETS
I CAN HAVE A CONVERSATION ABOUT WHAT MY DIGITAL IDENTITY SAYS ABOUT ME.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1.1:
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR 1.1C:

I can talk about my digital persona and the digital persona of my friends.
I can talk about things I post.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
LANGUAGE CHUNKS
& VOCABULARY

LEARNING TARGETS
What will learners
be able to do?

CHECK FOR LEARNING
How will learners demonstrate what they
can do with what they know?

What will learners need to know?

Students can understand posts
when they hear someone talk
about them.(IL)

•

I post…. on …

•

I do not post… on…

•

My friends post…

•

My… uses…. to…

REVIEW
VOCABULARY

Spanish

French

German

LCTL

Reading Check 1.1C

Students can understand posts
when they read them (IR)

Spanish

Students can write a response
to a post. (PW)
Students can answer questions
about posts. (IS)

Listening Check 1.1C

LEVEL ONE

French

•

Which social media sites

Focus on building

do you like the most?

longer sentences with

How would you describe
your most favorite social

Students can ask questions
about posts. (IS)

media site?

recycled vocabulary.

LCTL

Writing Prompt 1.1C

LEVEL UP
LANGUAGE
•

German

Answer your partner’s questions

Transition words “and”

Interview Questions 1.1C

and “because”
Spanish

French

German

LCTL

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS
INTERPERSONAL

PRESENTATIONAL WRITING

It’s time for you and your class language buddy to learn more
about each other’s digital persona. Ask your buddy about
the media sites he likes the most, what the site is like, and
what type of things he/she posts. Be sure to answer your
language buddy’s questions about your posts and favorite
media sites.

You really enjoy the target language online blog for teens
that you found last year in level 1. Everyone is blogging
about their digital persona and that of their friends. Join in!
Tell about where you and your friend post and about your
favorite media site.

Rubric

Rubric
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